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Proponents of the higher-order (HO) theory of con-

sciousness (e.g., Lau and Rosenthal) have recently

appealed to brain lesion evidence to support their the-

sis that mental states are conscious when and only

when represented by other mental states. This article

argues that this evidence fails to support HO theory,

doing this by first determining what kinds of conscious

deficit should result when HO state-producing areas

are damaged, then arguing that these kinds of deficit

do not occur in the studies to which HO theorists

appeal. The article also develops an apparatus that can

be used to evaluate whether other lesion evidence con-

firms or disconfirms HO theory.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

One currently popular approach to understanding consciousness is the higher-order theory of
consciousness, which hypothesizes that a mental state is conscious if and only if it is represen-
ted by another, certain kind of mental state (e.g., Carruthers, 2000; Kriegel, 2009; Lycan, 1996;
Rosenthal, 2002).1 The theory is at least initially plausible: Consider how it would be odd to say
that some mental state is conscious, were the subject entirely unaware of it. This gives us the

1Other philosophers or psychologists subscribing to higher-order theory (if not always by name) include Locke (1690),
Armstrong (1968), Gennaro (1996), Rolls (2004), Van Gulick (2004), Lau (2008b), Brown (2015), and LeDoux (LeDoux &
Brown, 2017).
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idea that conscious mental states are those mental states that the subject is aware of being in,
the so-called transitivity principle (Lycan, 2001; Rosenthal, 1997). If one takes awareness to be a
matter of representation (Lycan, 2001), then we arrive at what we might call the “higher-order
thesis,” which says that a mental state is (phenomenally)2 conscious if and only if it is represen-
ted by another, certain kind of mental state.3 While there has been debate as to what exactly
the right kind of higher-order state is (e.g., whether it is a “perception” or a “thought”),4 higher-
order theorists of all types agree that some kind of higher-order representation is necessary and
sufficient for a mental state being conscious.

The lively and protracted debate brought about by higher order theory (hereafter, HO the-
ory) has mostly proceeded through a priori argumentation, largely insulated from empirical
data. In the last decade, however, the debate has been re-conceptualized as one to be settled
through neuroscience, with numerous articles taking this approach recently appearing.5 Typi-
cally, a two-step strategy is used: First, it is hypothesized that certain brain areas are candidates
for producing the kind of HO state necessary and sufficient for having a conscious state; second,
neuroscientific data are used to argue that activity in these brain areas is or is not somehow
essential for conscious experience, where this counts as evidence for or against HO theory,
respectively.6 Using this strategy requires having some idea as to which brain areas are candi-
dates for producing the right kind of HO state. (Henceforth, the phrase “the right kind of” is
mostly left implied). A popular candidate for containing such areas is the part of the brain
where many metacognitive functions are carried out, the prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Metcalfe &
Schwartz, 2015).

Now, if HO state-producing areas were located in the PFC, it seems that a prediction of HO
theory would be that PFC lesions will sometimes cause deficits in consciousness. However, a
number of commentators have used evidence in which PFC lesions appear to not lead to such
deficits to argue that activity in the PFC is not essential for consciousness (Pollen, 2008;
Gennaro, 2012; Kozuch, 2014; Boly et al., 2017; but see Odegaard, Knight & Lau, 2017). To
counter such data, HO theorists (e.g., Lau & Rosenthal, 2011a; Lew & Lau, 2017; Morales &
Lau, 2020) have cited studies in which PFC lesions seem to cause conscious visual deficits.
Remarkably, these very same studies have sometimes been used to argue against HO theory
(Kozuch, 2014).

The disagreement here seems to be one concerning what kinds of conscious deficit we
should expect when an HO state-producing area is lesioned. Perhaps it is not surprising that
this disagreement is unresolved, since we are yet to have an in-depth treatment of this issue.
Given this, a primary goal of this article is to fill this gap in the literature, providing a better
developed account of what should phenomenologically result when HO state-producing areas

2Here, I am concerned with higher-order theory insofar as it is meant to be a theory of phenomenal consciousness,
understood as the “what-it's-like” aspect that some mental states have (Block, 1995; Chalmers, 1995; Nagel, 1974).
3Not everyone finds this reasoning convincing (see, for example, Block, 2009).
4The distinction here would be between higher-order perception (Armstrong, 1968; Lycan, 1996) and higher-order
thought (Carruthers, 2000; Rosenthal, 2002) theories. Other variations include whether the theory takes the higher-
order and lower-order states to be numerically distinct (Lycan, 1996; Rosenthal, 2002) or identical (Carruthers, 2000;
Gennaro, 1996; Kriegel, 2009; Van Gulick, 2004), and whether a mental state's becoming conscious requires an HO state
actually targeting it (e.g., Rosenthal, 2002), or there only be a disposition for this to occur (Carruthers, 2000).
5Examples include Kriegel (2007, 2009), Lau (2008b), Lau and Rosenthal (2011), Gennaro (2012, 2016), Kozuch (2014),
Sebasti�an (2013), Lau and Brown (2019), and Block (2019).
6Sebasti�an (2013), for instance, appeals to masking studies as evidence for the dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC) producing HO
states, then argues against HO theory by using data showing reduced dlPFC activity during periods of dreamful sleep
(i.e., when the subject is having the conscious experiences associated with dreaming).
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are damaged. Accomplishing this first goal will help to fulfill the other primary goal of this arti-
cle, which is to determine whether the PFC studies to which HO theorists appeal actually sup-
port HO theory. Accomplishing this first goal will also help to evaluate arguments that have
used PFC lesion data as evidence against HO theory (Kozuch, 2014) or against the PFC being
essential for consciousness (e.g., Pollen, 2008, Boly et al., 2017), as well as similar arguments to
be made in the future.

Here is the article's layout: Section 2 discusses how lesion data could be used to support HO
theory, also examining the lesion studies to which HO theorists have appealed to support their
theory. Section 3 investigates the issue of what should result when HO state-producing areas
are impaired, arguing that this would likely cause a large number of visually conscious states to
be lost. Section 4 uses this investigation's results to argue that, in the studies to which HO theo-
rists appeal, the lesions have not caused the loss of many visually conscious states, and that
these studies therefore do not confirm HO theory. Section 4 also discusses the issue of whether
the studies to which HO theorists appeal (or other prefrontal lesion studies) could be considered
to disconfirm HO theory.

2 | BACKGROUND: USING LESION STUDIES TO
INVESTIGATE HO THEORIES

HO theory entails certain neuroscientific predictions concerning lesions, namely that PFC
lesions should result in some kind of conscious deficits. This provides a way to confirm HO the-
ory using lesion data. This section examines how lesion studies have been used to try to support
HO theory, also taking a detailed look at some of the studies to which HO theorists have
appealed.

2.1 | HO theory and lesion evidence

There is a profitable framework within which to understand how lesion studies can be used to
confirm HO theory (Kozuch, 2014), which looks as follows: Consider that, if HO theory is true,
and HO states are needed for having conscious states, then there must be some brain area
(or areas, or network of areas),7 such that, because it produces these HO states, its operating
properly is necessary for conscious experience. We can refer to this as an “integral area.” From
the idea of an integral area follows a neuroscientific prediction, which is that, when an integral
area is damaged, this could cause deficits in consciousness, since it could diminish one's ability
to produce HO states. But the concept of an integral area does not allow us to generate testable
predictions, since we do not yet know which brain areas, if any, are integral. But consider that
there might be areas in the brain such that, because we have reason to believe that they might
produce HO states, they count as potential integral areas. This does lead to a testable prediction:
If HO theory is true, then lesions to potential integral areas are likely to sometimes cause

7The parenthetical statement recognizes the possibility (a) that there is more than one brain area individually sufficient
for producing HO states or (b) that producing HO states might require the participation of more than one brain area
(i.e., a network of areas). Both possibilities are taken into account below (see especially Section 3.1; for discussion, see
Kozuch, 2014).
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deficits in consciousness. It seems then that, if there is an instance where potential integral area
damage actually does cause conscious deficits, this confirms HO theory.8

So far, so good. But consider now that it not just any conscious deficits that would confirm
HO theory, but rather the right kind. Say, for instance, that we have reason to predict that
severe damage to an integral area will cause severe deficits of consciousness; if so, if a potential
integral area is severely damaged, and this causes only minor conscious deficits, this could not
be considered to confirm HO theory. So, if we want to know whether any given lesion study
confirms HO theory, what we need is a well-developed account of what kinds of conscious defi-
cit would occur when an integral area is damaged. Such an account is provided in Section 3,
with a focus on visual consciousness in particular. (This article will only be concerned with
visual consciousness.) The other thing that we will need is the location of the potential integral
areas, a matter to which we now turn.

2.2 | The prefrontal cortex and potential integral areas

In the issue of where the potential integral areas might be located, there has been much conver-
gence, in that many agree that they are most likely in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), this being
true of both HO theory's advocates (Kriegel, 2007, 2009; Lau, 2008a, 2008b; Lau &
Rosenthal, 2011a; LeDoux & Brown, 2017; Brown, Lau & LeDoux, 2019; Lau & Brown, 2019;
but see Gennaro, 2012, 2016), and its detractors (Block, 2007, 2009; Kozuch, 2014). The PFC,
which encompasses the foremost parts of the brain, is responsible for carrying out more com-
plex activities, such as reasoning, decision-making, and goal-directed activity (Fuster, 2002).
Most interesting, for present purposes, is that the PFC carries out metacognitive functions
(Metcalfe & Schwartz, 2015), some of which plausibly involve the HO representation of percep-
tual states (Kozuch, 2014). For instance, the PFC plays a central role in working memory
(Baddeley, 2003), a function that involves selecting, and perhaps therefore also representing,
the content of lower-order states (i.e., the content to be retained in working memory).9 Some
HO theorists have thought that the dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC) is an especially strong candidate
for being a potential integral area (Kriegel, 2007, 2009; Lau, 2008a, 2008b; Lau &
Rosenthal, 2011a), largely on the basis of studies purportedly showing correlations between
visual consciousness and dlPFC activity (e.g., Lau & Passingham, 2006; Sahraie et al., 1997).
However, whether such correlations obtain are controversial (Kozuch, 2014). Perhaps better
evidence for dlPFC being a potential integral area comes from numerous studies indicating its
involvement in metacognition of visual states (Rounis, Maniscalco, Rothwell, Passingham &
Lau, 2010; Chiang, Lu, Hsieh, Chang & Yang, 2014; Fleming, Ryu, Golfinos & Blackmon, 2014;
Miyamoto et al., 2017; for review, see Vaccaro & Fleming, 2018).10 Overall, there is good reason
to locate potential integral areas in the PFC, and in the dlPFC in particular.

While most HO theorists regard the PFC as crucial for consciousness, they differ on what pre-
cise role it plays. One difference concerns whether they take PFC content to be what appears in

8To say that datum D “confirms” theory, T is to say that observing D increases the probability of T being true.
9Something currently debated is whether the PFC actually stores the representations selected for working memory, or
merely manages representations stored elsewhere (e.g., in sensory areas) (for review, see Xu, 2017). As we will see (next
paragraph), this debate has consequences for how HO theory should be neuroscientifically construed.
10While there is no consensus yet as to what precise role dlPFC plays in metacognition, it is commonly thought to
participate in a metacognitive network, one that might include the anterior PFC (Shekhar & Rahnev, 2018) and/or the
anterior cingulate cortex (Bang & Fleming, 2018), among other areas (Vaccaro & Fleming, 2018).
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consciousness. According to “upper-deck” views (Brown, 2015; Lau & Rosenthal, 2011b; LeDoux &
Brown, 2017), activity in the PFC constitutes the content of consciousness. In these views, an expe-
rience as of greenness, for instance, occurs when and only when an HO state represents a lower-
order (LO) state as having greenness as its content, with it making no difference phenomenologi-
cally if the LO state represents some other color (e.g., redness), or even if the LO state does not
exist (Brown, 2015; Lau & Rosenthal, 2011a; Rosenthal, 2011). According to “lower-deck” views
(Kriegel, 2007; Lau, 2008b; Lau & Brown, 2019), it is activity in sensory areas that typically consti-
tutes the content of consciousness; more specifically, the content of consciousness is typically con-
stituted by those LO states in sensory areas that have been successfully targeted by HO states in
the PFC.11,12 In these views, one experiences greenness when and only when an HO state targets
an LO state that (actually) has greenness as its content (and if it were the case that the LO state
had a different color as its content (e.g., redness), it is that color that would be consciously experi-
enced). An important difference between these views is that, in the upper-deck version, some con-
tent's becoming conscious typically involves the PFC “duplicating” content from LO sensory states
(since the content of the LO state will be embedded in the HO representation targeting it), whereas
in the lower-deck view, the HO state merely “refers” to the LO state in some manner, this referral
being sufficient for making the LO sensory state's content conscious.13

Returning to the main point, it seems that the PFC is a good candidate for containing poten-
tial integral areas, with dlPFC being an especially strong candidate. But, regardless of whether
or not these claims are true, we take them as assumptions, since the goal of this article is not to
determine whether the PFC contains potential integral areas, but rather to determine whether,
if this is true, the lesion studies to which HO theorists appeal actually support their theory.

2.3 | Lesion studies used as evidence for HO theory

This subsection examines studies that HO theorists (e.g., Lau & Rosenthal, 2011a; Lew &
Lau, 2017; Morales & Lau, 2020) have used to support their theory, also discussing why one
might take them to do so. We start by describing an experimental paradigm used in both.

In visual masking (Breitmeyer & Ogmen, 2000), the subject is shown two stimuli (e.g., two
letters) in quick succession, in either the same or adjoining parts of the visual field; the first
stimulus is known as the “target” the second as the “mask.” If the stimuli are presented in the
right way, the subject reports not having seen the target; it is “masked.” What is crucial to the
stimulus being successfully masked is that the interval between the target and mask be not too
large or small (around 60–100 ms is often effective, Bugmann & Taylor, 2005). Now we examine
two of the studies to which HO theorists have appealed (more are presented in Section 4.1).

The first is due to Del Cul, Dehaene, Reyes, Bravo and Slachevsky (2009). In this experi-
ment, the target was a letter, and the mask was four letters arranged in a cross. Both stimuli
were presented at fixation, with the interval between presentations being varied. The

11I say “typically” because this could possibly occur in other areas; for instance, Lau and Rosenthal (2011b) hypothesize
that cases where an HO state itself becomes conscious involves HO states in one part of the PFC being targeted by HO
states in other parts of the PFC.
12In Lau and Brown's “joint determination” view, the HO state just determines the “intensity” with which the content is
experienced.
13Picking up from fn. 10: It is worth pointing out here that it seems that upper-deck views can appeal to working
memory as an “integral function” only if the PFC-storage theory of working memory is correct; conversely, it seems that
lower-deck views can do so only if the sensory-storage theory is correct.
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experimenters found that subjects with PFC damage, on average, required a longer interval
between the target and mask than did normal subjects before reporting seeing the target (about
20 ms extra). It seems that normal subjects consciously experienced stimuli that PFC patients
did not.

The second study is due to Rounis et al. (2010). In this experiment, the targets were a square
and triangle presented next to each other, with them having an either left–right or right–left
arrangement; the masks were two stars presented in the same parts of the visual field as the tar-
gets. In each trial, the subjects were asked to identify the arrangement of the target stimuli, also
rating how “clear” they were, relative to other trials. In one condition, transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) was used to decrease cortical excitability in the dlPFC,14 after which subjects
on average rated the targets as being less clear. If one takes this lack of clarity to indicate a lack
of consciousness, then it seems as if the TMS prevented conscious perception of the targets.

Let us refer to these studies, along with the other ones to which HO theorists appeal to support
their theory, as the “PFC Studies” (the others are examined in Section 4.1). Now, when HO theo-
rists appeal to the PFC studies to support their theory (Lau, 2011; Lau & Rosenthal, 2011a;
Morales & Lau, 2020), they leave unsaid as to why the studies should be taken to do so. But we can
suppose that it is because HO theory seems to provide a good explanation for these data, in that the
deficits in consciousness can be thought to have resulted from the PFC lesions having caused a loss
of HO states. For instance, in the Del Cul et al. study, the idea would be that the PFC patients fail
to consciously represent the target because their lesions prevented the appropriate HO state from
being formed, namely, the one that would have targeted, and therefore made conscious, the con-
tent of a lower-order representation of the target. Similarly, in the Rounis et al. study, the idea
would be that in those cases where subjects report not consciously seeing the stimulus (i.e., when
they rate it as “unclear,” relative to other trials), this is because the TMS caused certain HO states
to be lost, namely, those targeting lower-order representations of the square and triangle.

It seems, then, that there is an interpretation of these studies according to which they con-
firm HO theory.15 However, as discussed above, whether these studies actually do so depend on
what kinds of conscious deficit should occur when an integral area is impaired. This is the sub-
ject of the next section.

3 | NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL PREDICTIONS OF HO
THEORY

While the assumption that integral area damage should produce conscious deficits seems to be in use
whenever lesion data are used to support or undermine HO theory, there has been little discussion as
to what precisely these deficits should be like (but see Kozuch, 2014). This section investigates
this issue, arguing that HO theory must predict integral area impairment to likely result in a
large number of visually conscious states being lost. Nowwe go through the argument step by step.

14In this experiment, a particular kind of TMS was used, theta burst TMS (Huang, Edwards, Rounis, Bhatia, &
Rothwell, 2005). In this technique, stronger pulses of magnetic stimulation are used to decrease cortical excitability for a
relatively long time (in this experiment, up to 20 min). The TMS here causes neurons to act as if they have undergone
long-term potentiation or depression, the result being that the brain area's ability to function is hampered; in the Rounis
study, the application of TMS to dlPFC was shown to affect subjects' ability to produce accurate metacognitive
judgments.
15As will see below (Section 4.1), the HO theorist might try to explain these data in another way, which is that the PFC
damage does not cause HO states to be lost, but rather just to misrepresent the content of a lower-order state.
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3.1 | Integral area impairment probably results in a deficit in HO
states

When an integral area is impaired,16 this would plausibly result in a reduction in the number
(or complexity)17 of HO states that the integral area could produce. One would naturally think that
this leads to a significant deficit in the overall number of HO states that the lesioned subject could
produce. It has been argued, however, that the deficit in HO states created by integral area impair-
ment might be largely or completely made up for by other integral areas, or by brain areas enlisted
as such, perhaps through neuroplasticity (Kriegel, 2007, 2009; Lau & Rosenthal, 2011b).18 While
cogent arguments have been given (Kozuch, 2014; cf., Kozuch, 2015) for the unlikelihood of neuro-
plasticity having brought about a complete (or near complete) recovery of function in the PFC Stud-
ies (see also Grafman, Zahn & Wassermann, 2010),19 some unique properties that PFC neurons
have (Mante, Sussillo, Shenoy & Newsome, 2013) make the issue worth revisiting, something that
we do in Section 4.2. For the time being, the idea that the lesions in the PFC studies have resulted
in a significant deficit in HO states will be taken as an assumption, perhaps with good reason: As
seen above, the idea that the PFC studies support HO theory are predicated upon HO states having
been lost (since these are supposed to explain the purported conscious deficits), and so, were there
no lost HO states, the issue of whether these studies support HO theory would already be
resolved—not in the HO theorist's favor.

3.2 | A deficit in HO states causes an absence of conscious visual
content

We just saw that integral area impairment likely manifests as a reduction in the amount of HO states.
Now we look at the issue of what the phenomenological results of such a reduction would be.

Approaching this issue requires first introducing a distinction between ways in which one's visual
experience might change, this being between differences and absences of conscious content within
one's visual experience. Consider a subject that is having an experience as of redness in central vision,
whose experience of color then changes, in one of two ways: In the first case, the subject starts to
experience some color other than red in central vision, say, experiencing green instead; this is a differ-
ence in content. In the second case, the subject starts to lack an experience as of color in central vision;
this is an absence of content. The two scenarios differ importantly in that only an absence of content
involves a change in the amount of conscious content: In the case involving a difference, the subject's
experience as of redness in central vision was replaced by an experience as of greenness in central
vision, so there was no loss of conscious content; in the case involving an absence, the subject went

16Here is what I mean by “integral area impairment”: Some integral area A is impaired if and only if (a) A has been
lesioned and (b) the lesion means that A can no longer produce HO states as effectively as it had before.
17The parenthetical clause here covers superficially different interpretations of HO theory, ones according to which it is
not a large number of HO states creating our visual phenomenology, but rather just one much more complex HO state.
18The term “neuroplasticity” refers to the brain's ability to reorganize itself in response to injury or experience
(Grafman, 2000). When neuroplasticity happens in response to a lesion, it is something usually occurring over long
periods of time (Ibid.), though it can sometimes occur dynamically (Voytek et al., 2010).
19Putting it generally, Kozuch's point here is that such a scenario is unlikely to obtain because it either implies that the
brain produces HO states in an implausibly redundant fashion, and/or assumes a form of neuroplasticity more powerful
than exists in actuality.
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from experiencing redness in central vision, to not experiencing any color in central vision, so there
was a loss of conscious content.

The reason that the distinction between differences and absences of content is important is
because—as I argue now—a deficit in HO states results in an absence, and not just a difference,
in one's conscious visual content. Consider the following: According to HO theory, what makes
a state conscious is its being targeted by an HO state. Given this, HO theory must say that, if a
creature has conscious states at all, it is in virtue of the creature having produced one or more
HO states, that is, the ones targeting the lower-order states. Imagine now a creature whose
mental states have never been targeted by HO states; such a being (according to HO theory) is
entirely unconscious, in the sense of there being nothing that it is like to be that creature; put
another way, it has no conscious content. Picture it now becoming the case that one of our
“zombie” creature's perceptual states comes to be targeted by an HO state; at this point, the
creature would have a conscious state; for the first time, the creature now has conscious con-
tent. Say that the lower-order state being targeted is one representing redness. This means that
now a little bit of conscious color content (viz., an experience as of redness) comes into exis-
tence. Compare this now to what happens if the HO state goes away: Now the experience as of
redness goes out of existence; the creature reverts to no longer having conscious content.

I think that a case like this makes vivid the idea that losing an HO state would cause an absence
of conscious content, and not merely a difference: When the creature loses its sole HO state, what
happens is not that the experience as of redness changes to an experience as of another color (say,
green); rather, the experience just ceases to exist, the conscious content going absent.

It seems, then, that there is good reason to think that deficits in HO states would cause
absences of conscious content. This seems true, furthermore, in the case of both upper-deck and
lower-deck versions of HO theory: In the upper-deck version, the loss of HO states means that
whatever content these states possessed now does not show up in the subject's experience; in the
lower-deck version, the loss of HO states means that the content of whatever LO states would
have been targeted now does not show up in consciousness. The idea that losing HO states causes
a loss in conscious content becomes important later, when we reanalyze the experiments to which
HO theorists have appealed. Next, we investigate the issue of what such absences would be like.

3.3 | A loss in conscious visual content phenomenologically
resembles blindness or visual agnosia

So far it has been established that integral area impairment likely results in a deficit of HO
states, and that this would lead to an absence of conscious content. Now we investigate the
issue of what the phenomenological results of such a loss would be, focusing on visual con-
sciousness (cf., Kozuch, 2014). As it turns out, there are visual disorders that serve as examples
of lost conscious visual content, ones that will eventually be used as models for what results
when an integral area is impaired.

We start with instances where there is a complete loss of conscious visual content. The
model for this would be complete blindness, this being a case in which a subject loses all of
their conscious visual content (Symonds & MacKenzie, 1957). Such a case is simple to under-
stand; more complicated are instances where just part of one's conscious visual content is lost.

Understanding what would happen in such cases involves first noting something about visual experi-
ence, which is that it largely consists of the representation of various properties (e.g., color, shape, motion),
with each of these properties being represented as occurring in some part of the visual field (e.g., in
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central vision, just to the right of central vision, just above central vision, etc.). Building off this, it
seems that, in cases where a subject loses less than all conscious visual content, there are two ways
that this might happen. The first would be that the subject loses, in certain parts of visual field, the
ability to experience any visual properties. This would phenomenologically resemble partial blindness.
Some examples of partial blindness would be hemianopia, blindness in half of one's visual field, or a
scotoma, blindness occurring in some localized portion of the visual field. A second way in which one
might lose conscious visual content is through losing the ability to represent some certain kind of
visual property, where this deficit extends to all or just certain parts of the visual field (just as it can
with blindness). Examples of these type-specific losses of conscious visual content come from the vari-
ous visual agnosias. In achromatopsia, one loses the ability to experience object color, making those
parts of the visual field that are affected phenomenologically appear monochromatic (e.g., black and
white) (Damasio, Yamada, Damasio, Corbett & McKee, 1980; Zeki, 1990). In akinetopsia, one loses
the ability to experience the motion of objects, causing the world to appear as if one is watching a
movie with missing frames (Walsh, Ellison, Battelli & Cowey, 1998; Zihl, Von Cramon & Mai, 1983).
Other agnosias include visual form agnosia, the inability to experience object shape (Heider, 2000), or
associative agnosia, the inability to discern object identity (McCarthy & Warrington, 1986).20

The above provides some general models for what it is like to lose conscious visual content,
something needed to construct an account of what occurs when an integral area is impaired.
The next subsection produces this account.

3.4 | The phenomenological results of integral area impairment

Consider a case in which integral area impairment creates a deficit in HO states. Because some
HO states previously being produced were no longer being produced, it would cause some of
the conscious visual content that was formally a part of the subject's experience to go missing,
with large or small “gaps” appearing in certain parts of the visual field (cf., Kozuch, 2014). The
gaps here would be patches of the visual field in which the subject experiences something phe-
nomenologically the same as one or more types of blindness or agnosia. I will explain.

Let us start by considering a case in which all integral areas are destroyed, that is, cases where there
is a complete loss of ability to produce HO states. Since HO states are necessary for conscious states, this
would result in a complete lack of conscious visual content; it would result in a condition phenomeno-
logically the same as complete blindness (we can just call this “phenomenological blindness”). But
cases where the ability to produce HO states is completely lost would probably occur rarely, if ever.
More frequently, integral area impairment would only result in a partial loss in the ability to produce
HO states. In such cases, the exact manner in which the conscious deficits manifest would be deter-
mined by which lower-order (LO) states now fail to be targeted. We look at toy examples.

Consider a case in which integral area impairment has caused tokens of some higher-order state H
to be no longer produced, though they were reliably produced before the lesion; say, furthermore, that
H's job had been to represent tokens of lower-order state L, where L's job was to represent object prop-
erties in central vision. It seems now that, since tokens of H are no longer formed, the subject would
experience a loss of conscious visual content in central vision; they would experience a centrally located
phenomenological scotoma. Consider now a different case, one where L's job is not to represent just

20These deficits can all be caused by damage to specific areas in the occipital (and sometimes temporal) cortex. For
instance, complete and partial blindness result from primary visual cortex lesions, and achromatopsia or akinetopsia
occurs when mid-level brain areas V4 or V5 are damaged, respectively.
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any visual property in central vision, but specifically color. Here, the subject experiences a loss of con-
scious color content in central vision; they experience phenomenological achromatopsia there.

So far, we have examined simple examples, ones involving just one type of HO state miss-
ing, and thus just one type of LO state no longer becoming conscious. In practice, the phenome-
nological results of integral area impairment would almost certainly be much messier, the exact
results hard to predict. Explaining why requires first making some general observations about
conscious visual experience, and how it would relate to HO states.

3.4.1 | Constructing a typical visual experience requires numerous
and varied HO states

Earlier, the observation was made that visual experience consists of many represented proper-
ties, where each property is represented as being in some certain parts of the visual field. Notice
now that visual experience seems to consist of a lot of represented properties, represented in
many parts of the visual field: At each point in the visual field, things like colors and textures of
objects might be represented, often along with their shape, motion, distance, and (perhaps)21

the category to which the object belongs. And so it seems that visual experience contains a lot
of content, in that it seems to contain numerous conscious states, ones coming in a wide variety
(see, e.g., Gregory, 1966; Siewert, 1998, Chapter 7; Carruthers, 2000, Chapter 8).

Now consider that, according to HO theory, for each of these varied and numerous con-
scious visual states, there must be a corresponding HO state, namely, the one targeting the
appropriate LO state (Carruthers, 2000).22 Given the amount of content in visual experience,
this is a lot of HO states: In typical visual experience, for each point in the visual field, any of a
number of properties (motion, color, shape, etc.) might be consciously represented there simul-
taneously, and for each of these properties, an HO state (or portion thereof)23 must target what-
ever LO state represents this property. And so it seems that the thesis of this subsection is true:
Constructing a typical visual experience would require numerous and varied HO states.24

21As discussed below (Section 4.2), it is controversial as to whether representations of the category to which an object
belongs are ever phenomenally conscious.
22Carruthers writes, “According to … [higher-order thought theory], I … need to have a distinct … higher-order belief for
each distinct aspect of my experience—either that, or just a few such beliefs with immensely complex contents” (2000,
p. 221). While this issue receives little discussion, most HO theorists seem to accept this entailment of the theory
(e.g., Rosenthal, 2002).
23This covers the possibility of “complex” HO states discussed in fn. 18.
24Not long ago, experimental phenomena such as inattentional and change blindness were used to argue against the
“richness” of visual experience (Blackmore, 2002; Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson, & Tro�scianko, 1995; Dehaene,
Changeux, Naccache, Sackur, & Sergent, 2006; Dennett, 1991; O'Regan, 1992; Rensink, 2000), and considerations raised
by these researchers have been used to argue against visual experience requiring a large number of HO states
(Gennaro, 2004; Weisberg, 1999). However, arguments advanced for visual experience being impoverished have not
stood the test of time (Block, 2001; Cohen, 2002; Noë, Pessoa, & Thompson, 2000; Simons & Ambinder, 2005;
Wolfe, 1999), and more recent attempts to argue this (Knotts, Odegaard, Lau, & Rosenthal, 2019) seem to establish just
differences in conscious content, not absences. But even if these arguments succeeded in showing visual experience to
not contain as much content as we thought it did—for instance, if it were shown that visual experience is detailed only
in central vision (Dennett, 1991, Chapter 11)—visual experience would still probably contain a lot of content: Just in
central vision, we find many, many points at which multiple properties such as color, shape, motion, distance, and/or
object identity might be represented at any given moment (cf. Carruthers, 2000, pp. 299–301).
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3.4.2 | The phenomenological results of integral area impairment

As discussed above, integral area impairment likely results in deficits in HO states. What
exactly this would be like phenomenologically would be determined by the distribution of HO
states that were lost. While it is difficult to predict exactly what this distribution would look
like, there are three axes upon which the deficits could vary, allowing us to map the possibili-
ties. These three axes concern the degree to which the deficits are prevalent, diffuse, and
dynamic. I discuss each in turn.

A loss in conscious visual content caused by integral area impairment can be more or less
prevalent, according to how many fewer conscious states the lesion caused the subject to have,
relative to the amount usually composing their visual experience. The prevalence of the lost
conscious states will be commensurate to the loss in HO states. For instance, if all integral areas
are completely destroyed, meaning no HO states can be produced, this would result in the sub-
ject having no conscious visual content; it would cause complete phenomenological blindness.
(The qualifier “phenomenological” is henceforth mostly left implied.) Correspondingly, if the
integral area impairment means that only half as many HO states could now be produced, this
would result in a visual experience containing half as much content; one way this could poten-
tially (if improbably) manifest is if the subject were left only with conscious states representing
properties in just half of their visual field, resulting in (phenomenological) hemianopia.

The second axis upon which conscious deficits might vary is the degree to which they are
diffuse or localized. Consider a case in which the lost HO states are those whose job had been to
target a specific set of LO states, these being LO states representing contiguous portions of cen-
tral vision; this would create one centrally located scotoma, in which case we could say that the
conscious deficits are localized. Consider a different case now, one where the lost HO states are
those targeting LO states that represented non-neighboring parts of the visual field; this would
result in multiple smaller scotoma throughout the visual field, in which case we could say that
the conscious deficits are diffuse. So far, we have discussed diffuseness in a spatial sense, that is,
how deficits can be diffuse or localized in the visual field. Also important is the idea that deficits
can be diffuse in a content sense, that is, the deficits could be more or less diffuse among types
of visual experience. For instance, it could be that the only HO states lost were those targeting
LO states representing color, in which case the deficits are localized to color experience.
Another possibility is that the LO states that are no longer being targeted are distributed among
multiple types of visual content; for instance, it could be that they are distributed among color,
motion, and shape representations, in which case the deficits are diffuse among color, motion,
and shape experience (and consist of color, motion, and shape agnosia). There are, of course,
many other ways in which the conscious visual deficits might manifest, given the large number
of permutations created by the potential for these deficits to be diffuse in varying degrees, and
across multiple types of visual content and places in the visual field.

The next axis upon which the conscious deficits could vary is the degree to which they are
stable or dynamic. Consider a case in which the lack of an HO state consistently results in the
same LO states failing to be targeted, where these LO states had the job of representing colors
in central vision. In this case, it seems that the subject would have permanent color agnosia for
central vision. Because the loss in conscious visual content is always in the same type of experi-
ence, we can say that it is stable. Now consider a case where the LO states failing to be targeted
vary between LO states that represent either color or motion. Because the loss in conscious
visual content changes in what type of LO state fails to be represented (sometimes color, some-
times motion), we can say that the loss of content is dynamic. A loss in conscious visual content
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also has the potential to be dynamic in a spatial sense, with it varying as to what part of the
visual field fails to be consciously represented. Like in the case of diffuseness, many permuta-
tions of dynamic deficits are possible, given that they can be dynamic to any degree, and among
any types of visual content or places in the visual field.

Something seen in this subsection is that deficits in conscious visual states caused by inte-
gral area impairment could vary greatly in how they manifest, in that such deficits could vary
along several dimensions, these being how prevalent, diffuse, and dynamic they are, and in
whether these variations occur spacewise or contentwise. That HO theory would predict inte-
gral area impairment to potentially cause deficits as disparate as those just described is an inter-
esting consequence of the theory, in part because this might be used to help disconfirm HO
theory (see Section 4.3). Next, we see what general predictions can be made on the basis of our
investigation so far.

3.5 | A neuropsychological prediction of HO theory

What we have learned so far is that integral area impairment would produce deficits in visual
consciousness, where these can vary in how prevalent, diffuse, and dynamic they are. Now,
given the high variability with which the deficits could appear, what can we say with confi-
dence about the results of integral area impairment? While currently limited neuroscientific
knowledge makes it difficult to say much with certainty, there is reason to think that such defi-
cits would be diffuse and dynamic, and stronger reason to the think that they would be
prevalent.

That we would expect the deficits to be diffuse and dynamic comes from some properties
possessed by PFC neurons. One of these is mixed selectivity, which is the ability of a neuron to
simultaneously participate in multiple representations (Fusi, Miller & Rigotti, 2016; Rigotti
et al., 2013). Importantly, neurons with mixed selectivity tend to use a “denser” coding than do
neurons in visual areas, which means that larger numbers of neurons are used to represent any
given visual feature, with it varying over time as to which populations of neurons constitute a
given representation (Parthasarathy et al., 2017).25 Another property that PFC neurons possess
is non-retinotopicity, which means that it is relatively infrequent that PFC neurons located adja-
cent to one another will represent adjacent parts of the visual field (Jerde & Curtis, 2013), this
again being in contrast to neurons in visual areas (Wandell, Dumoulin & Brewer, 2007) .26

We would guess that the mixed selectivity of PFC neurons would mean that damage here
would lead to deficits that are dynamic, since PFC neurons' ability to constitute different repre-
sentations at different times makes it more likely that the neural resources remaining after a
lesion would be rededicated moment to moment; this in turn would lead to high moment-to-
moment variance as to which LO states fail to be represented, and therefore also in which
visual properties and parts of the visual field fail to be consciously experienced. Additionally,
both non-retinotopicity and mixed selectivity make it seem more likely that the absences of con-
scious states arising post-lesion would be diffuse around the visual field, rather than localized.
Indeed, with less severe lesions, phenomenological scotomas might not often appear, since

25Notably, that PFC neurons are mixed selective and use dense coding might appear to provide reason to expect the PFC
to be more resilient against lesions than other brain areas, an issue to which we return in Section 4.2.
26In the PFC, the spatial arrangement of the representations might instead be organized by the “priority” of certain
parts of visual field, as determined by task-relevance (Jerde & Curtis, 2013).
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mixed selectivity and non-retinotopicity might make it less likely that there would be a simulta-
neous loss of all consciously represented properties in some part of the visual field.

It seems, then, that there is some reason to expect conscious deficits caused by integral area
impairment to be diffuse and dynamic. As discussed below (Section 4.3), the deficits would be
of this nature helps provide a way to disconfirm HO theories. However, this prediction is of sec-
ondary importance in the case of what this article is focused on evaluating, that is, the idea that
the PFC studies confirm HO theory. What is of primary importance is that there is reason to
think that deficits created by integral area impairment would be of high prevalence, in that we
should expect it to typically cause the loss of many visually conscious states. I will explain.

It seems certain that, when an integral area is heavily impaired, there would be a large num-
ber of conscious states lost. For instance, if the impairment made it so that only half as many
HO states could be formed as before, the subject would be bereft of half of their visually con-
scious states; this of course is a scenario in which a large number of conscious states has been
lost. But many conscious states would be lost even in instances of mild impairment. Consider a
case where the lesion resulted in only nine-tenths of the amount of HO states being able to be
produced; while it would be only one-tenth of the conscious states that were lost, this would be
one-tenth of a very large number of conscious states; more precisely, it would be one-tenth of
all those conscious states necessary for populating the detailed visual experience that we have,
one in which properties such as color, motion, and shape are represented at many different
points in the visual field. And so it seems that, in cases where an integral area is significantly
impaired—be this impairment light or heavy—many conscious states are likely to be lost.

If we combine this conclusion with the idea that the PFC is probably the best candidate for
containing integral areas, we get a prediction of HO theory, which is that damage to areas in
the PFC will sometimes produce the loss of many visually conscious states. Given this, we can
say that, if a study provides evidence for PFC damage having caused the loss of many visually
conscious states, then that study confirms HO theory. Consider though, that we can go further
on the basis of the investigation carried out above, making the appearance of such deficits a
necessary condition on a PFC lesion study confirming HO theory; that is to say, since the con-
siderations presented above make it unlikely that integral area impairment would result in the
loss of fewer than many visually conscious states, we can take the following thesis to be true:

A PFC lesion study confirms HO theory only if the lesion causes the loss of many
visually conscious states

This thesis in hand, we now return to the studies to which HO theorists have appealed to sup-
port theory (the “PFC Studies”), so as to evaluate whether they actually do.

4 | THE PFC STUDIES DO NOT CONFIRM HO THEORY

In Section 2, we examined the “PFC studies,” a collection of lesion experiments sometimes thought to
support HO theory, on grounds that the PFC damage seems to have produced deficits in visual con-
sciousness. In Section 3, we investigated the issue of what kinds of conscious deficits should result from
integral area impairment, arriving at a principle that can be used to judge whether a lesion study sup-
ports HO theory. Now this principle is used to argue that the PFC studies do not confirm HO theory.

Before proceeding, I should make clear that the goal of this section is not to establish a simi-
lar but stronger conclusion, this being that the PFC studies disconfirm HO theory. While this
plausible idea is discussed further in Section 4.3 (and argued for in Kozuch, 2014), establishing
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it would go beyond available space, and so this section focuses only on the less strong conclu-
sion, that is, that the PFC studies fail to disconfirm HO theory.

Now we look at the PFC lesion studies to which HO theorists have appealed, along with
some to which they might appeal in the future. As we will see, each study fails to demonstrate
the loss of many visually conscious states, in which case none of them confirm HO theory.

4.1 | Reevaluating the experiments to which HO theorists appeal

We start with the Del Cul et al. study. In this experiment, PFC patients were more susceptible
to visual masking than were controls, in that they would not report seeing the target until there
was a larger interval between the target (a digit) and the mask (four digits arranged in a cross).
As I explain now, this study does not confirm HO theory, since it does not provide evidence for
the lesions having caused the subjects to lose any more than a very small number of conscious
states.27

We start by considering those parts of the visual field outside of where the target is located.
Here, there is no evidence for deficits of color or distance content; that is, the experiment's
results provide no evidence for the lesioned subjects failing to enjoy normal visual experience in
these parts of the visual field, in that the subjects apparently continue to experience the color
and distance of whatever surfaces appear there (e.g., the stimulus background), just as they did
pre-lesion. There is also no evidence for deficits in shape experience, since the subjects appar-
ently continue to experience, where the mask is located, the shape of the numbers composing
it. Similarly, there is no evidence for them not experiencing the category of the digits composing
the mask—that is, there is no evidence for a lack of what is sometimes called “categorial”
content—since the subjects seem to continue to experience the identity of the numbers compos-
ing the mask.

Moving on now to the part of the visual field where the mask is located: Here, the HO theo-
rist might claim that there is a loss of color, shape, distance, and/or categorial content, on basis
of subjects having reported not seeing the target, since one might take their having reported not
seeing it as evidence for them not consciously representing these properties of the target. It is
unclear, however, whether even this inference is safe, since what is being observed here could
be just a failure to report on the stimulus, rather than a failure to consciously experience it
(Block, 2005; Kozuch, 2014; Prinz, 2000; Zeki, 2003).28 But I put this complication aside (though
it is attendant to each PFC study), assuming that the target is not consciously experienced. Even
so, the data still do not count toward a confirmation of HO theory, at least in the case of color
and distance content. This is because what is required for confirming HO theory is that there be
evidence that an integral area has been impaired, but instances of integral area impairment are
expected to create absences in conscious content, and not merely differences (see Section 3.2);
and in the case of color and distance content, there are merely differences. To see why, consider
that, while the evidence might support the lesioned subjects failing to experience the target's
color, it does not imply a lack of color experience where the target is located: If one examines
their experience when viewing masked stimuli, it does not phenomenologically resemble some

27In the following discussion, I leave out one type of experience discussed above (in Section 3.4.1), motion experience,
since the experiments do not involve moving stimuli.
28According to these commentators, the failure to report on the target plausibly occurs, not from a loss of conscious
states, but rather a loss in the ability to produce reports about hard-to-see stimuli like the target in this experiment.
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kind of color agnosia (or, for that matter, a scotoma), one where the deficit is localized to the
target's location; rather, one seems to experience the color of the background.29 Since the sub-
ject experiences the background's color instead of the target's, this is a difference in content, not
an absence, in which case there is no conscious state lost. The same can be observed about dis-
tance, since one does not appear to lack distance content where the target appears, but rather
consciously perceives the distance at which the background is located.30

Lastly, we consider shape and categorial content where the target is located. Here it seems
that we might finally have evidence for an absence of conscious content: Subjects report not
seeing the identity of the stimulus, and this seems to indicate a lack of categorial experience
where the target is located, the same being true of shape experience (given that the target's
shape is probably what subjects use to consciously identify what digit it is). However, while this
might be evidence for lost conscious states, it is only a small amount, namely, just those states
representing the target's shape and category.

Overall, the Del Cul study does not provide what is needed to confirm HO theory: Of the numer-
ous and variegated conscious visual states typically composing visual experience, the only ones for
which there is evidence that they have been lost are those representing properties in the part of the
visual field where the target appears, and only a small portion of these, namely, category and shape
(and just possibly these; see just above, and fn. 29). On the other hand, there is no evidence for defi-
cits of color or distance content in any part of the visual field, or in shape or categorial content in
parts of the visual field outside the target's location. Since this study presents evidence for only two
visually conscious states having been lost, and what would be needed for confirming HO theory is
many visually conscious states having been lost, the Del Cul study does not confirm HO theory.

The same is true of the other experiment examined above, the Rounis et al. metacognition
study. The reader will remember that subjects in this experiment were shown masked stimuli
(a square and triangle, each masked by a star), their task being to say whether the square or triangle
appeared on the left. The relevant result in this experiment was that, after TMS was used to depress
activity in the dlPFC, subjects rated the targets as being “less clear” (i.e., relative to the targets' per-
ceived clarity on other trials). Something important about this experiment is that the masks were
presented in the same place as the targets. This means that there was no loss of color, distance,
shape, or category content in this part of the visual field, even when the targets were successfully
masked: Even if the masking caused the subjects to fail to experience these properties of the targets,
the subjects would experience the color, distance, shape, and category of the stars masking them;
this means that there is just a difference in content, not an absence. Additionally, and just like in
the Del Cul study, there is no evidence for the lesion having caused conscious color or distance defi-
cits anywhere in the visual field. Overall, the Rounis study seems to not provide evidence for any
conscious states having been lost; it therefore also fails to confirm HO theory.

29A visual masking demonstration is found in the links below. Notice that in the instance where the target (a small
black disk) is masked, what one experiences where the target is located is not an absence of color experience, but rather
the background's color. (Each of the demonstrations starts with a cross that is to be fixated on, then the listed stimulus
follows shortly after.)
1: Just the target
2: Target and mask
3: Just the mask

These demonstrations, acquired from this website, are used with permission of their owners (psychologists John Krantz
and Bennett Schwartz).
30The demonstration in the last footnote supports this claim.
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The other studies to which HO theorists appeal also do not confirm HO theory: In (Barcelo,
Suwazono & Knight, 2000), subjects were presented with a rapid stream of triangles in which an
inverted triangle randomly appeared, the subjects' task being to accurately detect its presence as
quickly as possible. Subjects with unilateral dlPFC lesions were less accurate than controls when the
stream of triangles was presented in the visual field contralateral to the lesion. This study presents
no evidence for lost conscious content: Similar to the Rounis study, it seems that even if the target's
properties were not consciously perceived, the properties of one of the distracting stimuli (i.e., an
upright triangle) would be. Another experiment claimed to support HO theory is (Turatto, Sandrini &
Miniussi, 2004). In this study, four faces arranged in a square were shown briefly to the subject, then
shown again, with one face being changed on some trials. The subject's task was to say whether any
faces had changed. It was shown that subjects that had TMS applied to right dlPFC were signifi-
cantly less accurate in identifying whether a change had occurred than those given either left dlPFC
or sham TMS.31 Like the previous studies, the results here provide no evidence for the lesion having
caused absences of conscious content (e.g., color and distance) in parts of the visual field outside
where the target was located. But this is also true where the target is located: Instances of “change
blindness” (Simons & Levin, 1997) like the one occurring in this study are most plausibly interpreted
as cases in which the subject does not fail to experience things like the shape and color of the target
(both before and after the change), but rather just the change in the target (Kozuch, 2019), this being
an interpretation now accepted even by advocates of attention being necessary for consciousness
(De Brigard & Prinz, 2010; Prinz, 2012, Chapter 3). And so it seems that the only absence of con-
scious visual content that might be found in this study is in change content (if this even is a type of
phenomenally conscious content),32 and only at the target's location.

There are, in addition, other PFC lesion studies that some commentators (some of whom
are HO theorists) have used to try to support the idea that the PFC is essential for consciousness
(Odegaard et al., 2017), and which one might therefore hope to use to support HO theory. It is
not clear, however, whether any of the following deficits resulting from PFC lesions can be
interpreted as cases in which any (let along many) conscious states are lost: Being slower and
less accurate when asked to report the moment that a rapidly presented stream of cars turns
into a stream of faces (Philiastides, Auksztulewicz, Heekeren & Blankenburg, 2011); being less
accurate when saying whether a face or scene is the same one as presented before (Lee &
D'Esposito, 2012); and being worse at judging how confident they (i.e., the subjects themselves)
should be when choosing which of two circles contains more dots (Fleming et al., 2014). Based
on what we saw above, it is easy to see how, in each of these cases, the natural interpretation
would be one in which there is no substantial (or simply no) loss in conscious visual content;
the same seems true of other lesion studies to which PFC theorists have appealed (Chiang
et al., 2014; Komura, Nikkuni, Hirashima, Uetake & Miyamoto, 2013).33

31That the increased susceptibility to change blindness would be brought about in the right dlPFC condition is thought
to be caused by the special role that it plays in change detection (Beck, Rees, Frith, & Lavie, 2001).
32Similar to the case of categorial content (see Section 4.2), it is open to debate whether there is ever anything that “it is
like” to bear a representation of something having changed.
33Another case to which HO theorists might wish to appeal is (Quraishi, Benjamin, Spencer, Blumenfeld, &
Alkawadri, 2017), a study in which intracranial stimulation of lateral PFC caused a subject to become unresponsive,
and sit there with a “dazed, fixed look.” However, a subject's being unresponsive does not indicate whether or not that
subject continues to enjoy a phenomenology (see discussion of akinetic mutism, and Robert Knight's unresponsive
subject, in Kozuch, 2014). Additionally, the kind of intense, invasive stimulation of the PFC used in this experiment
might plausibly also disrupt activity in connected brain areas, including those areas that are alternative candidates for
being the neural basis of consciousness (e.g., sensory areas).
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4.2 | The PFC studies do not confirm HO theory

Remember the principle arrived at in the last section, this being that a PFC lesion study con-
firms HO theory only if it leads to many visually conscious states being lost. The investigation
just conducted shows that, in each of these studies, there is only evidence for the lesion having
caused the loss of between zero and two conscious states. And so it seems that the studies to
which HO theorists have appealed to support their theory fail to do so.

Perhaps, however, these studies are even further from confirming HO theory than we might
have thought: Consider that, in all but the Del Cul study, any visually conscious states that were
lost were just those composing categorial experience. But it is controversial as to whether there
even is such a thing as categorial experience, in that notable arguments have been advanced for
the idea that there is never anything that “it is like” to bear a categorial representation
(Dretske, 1995; Clark, 2000; Tye, 2002; Prinz, 2012; but see Siewert, 1998; Siegel, 2006). So, of
even the handful of lost “conscious” states observed in these studies, some might fall outside
the explanandum of HO theory.34

One might wonder whether the HO theorist could bolster the case for the PFC studies con-
firming HO theory by appealing to the mixed selectivity and dense coding of PFC neurons (see
Section 3.5). The idea here would that, because of these properties of PFC neurons, when dam-
age prevents one neural population from representing an LO state, some other population takes
on the role, preventing the loss of a conscious state. This response could appear especially
promising, given that mixed selectivity and dense coding are thought to greatly increase the rep-
resentational capacity of neurons, perhaps giving the PFC the ability to represent far more
visual properties than it was typically called on to represent pre-lesion. Were the PFC resilient
against damage in this way, there would be reason to think that integral area damage might
sometimes lead to just very minor conscious deficits.

A first thing to note about this approach is its limited application: It cannot help the HO
theorist in cases where no visually conscious states are lost (i.e., a majority of the PFC studies),
since the idea that a PFC study confirms HO theory relies on a correlation having been
established between conscious deficits and PFC lesions (see Section 3.1). But even in the case of
those studies where one or more conscious states might have been lost, this line of response is
not all that helpful. Consider that, while mixed selectivity provides theoretical reason to expect
the PFC to be resilient, so far all of the empirical data only seem to speak against this idea: On
the one hand, data recently offered in favor of this idea (Lau & Rosenthal, 2011a; Lew &
Lau, 2017; Morales & Lau, 2020) fail to be compelling35; on the other hand, not only is it the
case that complete or near complete recovery from brain damage is rare, especially in the case
of adults (Grafman et al., 2010), there is also a wealth of data in which significant and long-
lasting deficits are shown to follow from PFC lesions, including ones to the dlPFC (for review,
see Szczepanski & Knight, 2014). Indeed, there is reason to think that, in the PFC studies

34To the extent that it is meant to explain conscious experience; see fn.2.
35Though I lack space for a study-by-study explanation as to why this is the case, it can still be pointed out that (a) the
oft-cited Voytek et al. (2010) study fails to support PFC resilience because it does not demonstrate patients to show a
return to a near-normal level of function, as would be needed to prevent losing many conscious states (see detailed
discussion in Kozuch, 2014), (b) that one cannot take the Mackey et al. study (Mackey, Devinsky, Doyle, Meager, &
Curtis, 2016) to establish PFC resilience without first rebutting the compelling arguments (presented by the study's
authors themselves) for the lack of deficits from dlPFC damage not being attributable to neuroplasticity, and (c) in the
case of the other studies to which Morales and Lau appeal, a cursory examination of them reveal that more would need
to be said as to why they support PFC resilience before they could be taken as doing so.
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themselves, the lesions have caused significant deficits: In the Fleming et al. experiment, for
instance, the lesioned patients showed significant impairments in their ability to meta-
cognitively estimate their task performance; and in the Rounis et al. experiment, the particu-
larly strong kind of brain stimulation employed (“theta-burst” TMS) makes the occurrence of
cognitive deficits especially likely. Overall, given the seeming improbability of PFC lesions hav-
ing been made up for by mixed selectivity (or any other purported source of PFC resilience), it
seems that other explanations of the apparent conscious deficits in these studies should be pre-
ferred (Prinz, 2000; Zeki, 2003; Block, 2005; Pollen, 2008; Kozuch, 2014).

Summing up: In the case of some of the PFC studies, they fail to confirm HO theory because
no conscious states appear to have been lost; in the case of the other PFC studies, they can be
taken to confirm HO theory only by making improbable assumptions about the plasticity of the
PFC. Overall, the PFC studies seem to fall far short of confirming HO theory.36

4.3 | Do the PFC studies disconfirm HO theory?

While it has just been established that the PFC studies fail to provide evidence for HO theory,
one might wonder whether a stronger conclusion could be drawn, which is that these studies
actually act as evidence against HO theory. In some ways, this is quite plausible, given that the
PFC is often thought to be the best candidate for containing potential integral areas, and that
the studies reviewed above consist of instances in which PFC lesions fail to bring about the
predicted loss in visually conscious states. There are, however, shortcomings to basing such an
argument on just these particular studies: For one thing, we cannot be sure that the studies col-
lectively present instances of each potential integral area in the PFC being lesioned, something
perhaps necessary for considering these studies to count strongly against HO theory. Addition-
ally, more would probably need be said about the possibility of PFC resilience (discussed in the
last subsection) before we could establish with certainty the idea that the PFC studies discon-
firm HO theory. And so this article has aimed to establish only a more modest claim, which is
that the PFC studies to which HO theorists appeal fail to support HO theory.

Perhaps what is more interesting, however, is how the apparatus developed here could
strengthen existing (and perhaps future) lesion-based arguments against HO theory. For
instance, Kozuch (2014) has argued that available PFC lesion data speak strongly against HO
theory, since they show there to be no area in the PFC such that, when it is damaged, this cau-
ses the kinds of conscious deficit to be expected when an integral area is impaired. While the
argument Kozuch presents is taken by some as supporting the ideas that the PFC is not

36There is a move available here to the upper-deck (but not lower-deck) HO theorist, this being to argue that the
differences in conscious content that are seen in some PFC Studies should count toward confirming HO theory. The idea
here would be that the PFC lesion caused an integral area to malfunction, but that this did not result in an absent HO
state, but rather a misrepresenting HO state. For instance, when the mask's color is experienced rather than the target's
color, this would be explained as resulting from an HO state misrepresenting the content of an LO state, such that the
HO state represents the LO state as having the mask's color as its content, though the LO state actually has the target's
color as its content. This idea, however, is incongruent with how visual masking is thought to arise, since common
explanations of it (Bugmann & Taylor, 2005) hypothesize LO representations of the target to be either absent, or just
weaker than a simultaneously present representation of the mask. Given this, it is hard to see how it could be plausibly
claimed that the HO state is misrepresenting; this in turn means that we lack evidence for an integral area
malfunctioning; and this in turn means that we lack those correlations between PFC damage and conscious deficits
needed to confirm HO theory.
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essential for consciousness (Boly et al., 2017; Gennaro, 2016) and/or that HO theory is incorrect
(Marvan & Pol�ak, 2017), something preventing Kozuch's argument from being as strong as it
could be is that there was, as of that time, no well-developed account of the phenomenological
results of integral area impairment; this in turn made it harder to say whether Kozuch was cor-
rect when claiming that the conscious deficits created by integral area impairment would
(at least in some cases) be so phenomenologically “dramatic” and “striking” that they would
likely be detected in the course of studying subjects with an impaired integral area. But reflect
now on the fact that, in the account provided in this article, the conscious deficits resulting
from integral area impairment would phenomenologically resemble blindness and/or one or
more types of visual agnosia and would have the potential to be diffuse or dynamic, both in
where they appear in the visual field, and among types of visual experience. It seems that defi-
cits like these would probably be dramatic and striking even in those (probably rare) cases in
which they are relatively stable and circumscribed (e.g., if they consisted of a persistent lack of
visual experience in some moderately sized part of the visual field). However, considerations
discussed above (Section 3.5) about how such deficits would probably tend to be diffuse,
dynamic, and prevalent make it seem likely that the phenomenological effects of integral area
impairment would be radical and unstable: For instance, the resulting deficits could cause the
subject to, in one moment, lack color in certain parts of the visual field, while having no visual
experience in some other part; in the next moment, have a large centrally located phenomeno-
logical scotoma with normal conscious vision elsewhere; in the next moment, lack experience
of one object's shape and distance while failing to experience a different object's color; and so
on—it seems that such deficits would be dramatic indeed!37 Given all this, one would guess that
the apparatus created in this article has the potential to—at least once developed and
supplemented—significantly strengthen the idea that available PFC lesion evidence disconfirms
HO theory.

In addition, the account of integral area impairment provided in this article might be used
profitably in neuroscientific investigations of HO theory likely to be carried out in the future:
Kozuch's argument against HO theory does not include a survey of lesion data outside of the
PFC, leaving open the possibility that there are integral areas located there. It seems, then, that
one way to further the debate over HO theory would be to carry out a survey of non-PFC lesion
data, seeing if damage to any potential integral areas outside of the PFC produces the predicted
deficits in visual consciousness. An account such as the one developed in this article would of
course be of great use in such a survey, since the account supplies a better delineated criterion
by which to determine whether the results of lesions to one of these areas confirm or disconfirm
the idea that it is an integral area.

In summary, while what has been presented in this article probably cannot itself act as
strong disconfirmation of HO theory, the ideas developed here might be used to greatly
strengthen existing or future lesion-based arguments against HO theory.

37An epistemic issue lurks here, one perhaps threatening the possibility of using lesion evidence to confirm or
disconfirm HO theory. The idea here would be that integral area impairment might cause not only deficits in
consciousness, but also in introspection, making it difficult for the lesioned subject to report the dramatic changes in
experience. This thorny issue—one that is not corrosive to the main point of this article (i.e., that the PFC Studies do not
confirm HO theory)—must be left for future research. However, it seems unlikely that PFC lesions would typically
completely disable a subject's introspective abilities, and it is probably also the case that a partial ability to introspect is
good enough to recognize dramatic changes in one's experience; furthermore, it seems particularly likely that adequate
introspective abilities would remain post-lesion if there turn out to be multiple introspective mechanisms (Hill, 2011;
Prinz, 2004; Schwitzgebel, 2012).
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5 | CONCLUSION

HO theorists have sometimes claimed there to be a set of PFC lesion studies that support HO
theory, since they seem to present instances in which such lesions have led to deficits in con-
sciousness. However, whether this is the case depends on precisely what kinds of conscious def-
icit should follow when an HO state-producing area is damaged. In this article, I argued that
HO theory must predict such lesions to produce the loss of many conscious visual states, but
that no such loss in conscious states occurs in any of these studies, meaning that these studies
do not confirm HO theory. In addition, the ideas developed in this article have the potential to
greatly strengthen both past and future lesion-based arguments against HO theory.
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